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● Basketball Hawthorn’s COVID-refund policy was crafted specifically to protect the
Association in the event that COVID shutdowns prevented us from having income to
meet our financial obligations so that we could survive until restrictions were lifted;

● In effect, we played one third of the season, we refunded one third and we
retained one third of the Basketball Hawthorn component of each player’s fees - it
was then at the discretion of Clubs to determine how much to refund to families

How are season fees calculated?

There are 4 cost components within your basketball fees each season:
● A fee to Basketball Victoria for insurance
● A fee to help pay down historic association debts (50c per match per player)
● A fee to manage & run the competition (court fees, referees, overheads)
● A fee to your club to cover training, coaches, administration (and in some cases, to

make a profit)

The amount you pay each season to Basketball Hawthorn covers game-day court hire,
venue supervisors, referees, equipment (purchase and maintenance of iPads etc),
administration (fixed costs such as rent, services, wages etc). In 2021, it also included some
direct unavoidable COVID costs.

The amount you pay each season to your Club covers Club administration (overall team
management and communications) and in some cases training court hire and coach fees.
Most clubs are not for profit and therefore only attempt to achieve a modest operating
surplus. Some clubs are privatised and exist to make a profit. At BH, traditionally these
Clubs have charged higher fees.
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What was the breakdown of fees for Winter 2021?

Example Club: A for-profit team of 8 that trains with a paid coach

Unit cost Total
payable

% of fee

Basketball Victoria insurance
(non refundable)

$25 +GST $25 +GST 6.3%

Basketball Hawthorn financial
resilience levy (non refundable)

$0.50 per player per
game +GST

$7.50 +GST 1.9%

Basketball Hawthorn season
fee

$1293.75 +GST per
team (equivalent to
$11.50 +GST
per player per game
based on 15 rounds)

$172.50
+GST

43.1%

For-profit season fee $187.50 $187.50
+GST

48.7%

$392.50

Example:
Total percentage of overall fee that was paid to BH (levy plus season fee) = 45.8%
Total percentage of overall fee that was paid to For-Profit Team = 48.7%

Why didn’t BH refund all fees for cancelled Winter Season rounds?

A COVID-related refund policy was drafted specifically to enable the Association to continue
meeting its financial obligations even if basketball competitions had to be cancelled - we
had no idea how long any shutdowns would last. It is of absolutely no comfort to us that
our conservative approach in forecasting for a potential long shutdown has eventuated.

We have now effectively been unable to play basketball since July 30 but our financial
obligations have continued as usual.

The refund policy was aimed at protecting the Association’s long term capability to stage
basketball, enabling it to bounce back quickly from any shutdown because without revenue
to pay staff, there would be no basketball.
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The policy was arrived at after extremely careful consideration in the interests of returning
as much money as possible to members whilst protecting the Association’s bottom line to
rebound quickly to staging local basketball competitions.

In effect, for Winter Season 2021, we played one third of the season, we refunded one third
of the Basketball Hawthorn component of each player’s fees and we retained one third - it
was then at the discretion of Clubs to determine how much to refund to families.
Is there a difference in refunds from Clubs vs Basketball Hawthorn?
Yes, there can definitely be a difference in the refund positions of Clubs and Basketball
Hawthorn. Let’s illustrate with the refund positions from two different clubs in Winter
Season 2021.

Example For-Profit Basketball Club
Let’s take a team of 8 in the Winter 2021 season.

Of the $61.50 refunded to the parent in the example above, the vast majority ( about $57 )
was refunded to you from Basketball Hawthorn.
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A Not-For-Profit Club

In this case of a not-for-profit club, the final refund from the club’s component ( over $50 )
was about the same as the refund from Basketball Hawthorn ( about $57 ). The end result
though was $110, a very strong refund position for members at this not-for-profit.


